
A Raisin In the Sun 
Portfolio Assignment

This portfolio is to be completed as we read 
the play A Raisin In the Sun by Lorraine 
Hansberry. It consists of questions on the play 
as well as the short story "Everything That 
Rises Must Converge" by Flannery O'Connor. 
You will also write short essays and a short 
story.

Make sure to submit your portfolio with
all assignments in the order assigned.

A Raisin in the Sun Study Questions

You may either hand-write or type this 
assignment.

Do not answer any of the questions with a 
"yes" or "no."  Each question should be 
answered in a way that fully responds to the 
question, always using complete sentences (and
paragraphing as appropriate). 

For example, in Act I, Scene 1, you are 
asked what city the play takes place in. Answer 
in a complete sentence, beginning with 
something like, "The play, A Raisin In the Sun, 
is set in the city of . . ."

More complex questions will require more 
complex, longer answers.

Copy the Question, then provide your answer
under it before moving on to the next question. 
(An easy way to do this would be to copy and 
paste the questions from the website to your 
document.)

Act I, Scene 1
(1) In what city does the play take place?
(2) The living room setting seems overtaken by 
weariness. Name two details that suggest this.
(3) Two references are made to a check early on in 
the play, one by Walter and one by Travis. How does 
Ruth react to each of these references?

(4) According to his mother, why is Travis getting so 
little sleep?
(5) What plan has Walter, Willy Harris and Bobo been 
figuring out?
(6) Why is Walter upset with his wife’s reaction to the 
plan?
(7) What does Walter want from Ruth?
(8) What does Walter mean when he says, “We one 
group of men tied to a race of women with small 
minds?”
(9) What is Walter’s job?
(10) How would you describe the tone that Beneatha 
uses with her brother?
(11) Why is Walter upset with Beneatha’s plan to go 
to medical school?
(12) What does Beneatha really mean when she says,
“forgive me for ever wanting to be anything at all”?
(13) What does Walter tell Beneatha she should do 
with her life? In reality, he has a deeper, underlying 
conflict. What is Walter’s hidden fear?
(14) Where is this check coming from that Mama will 
receive on Saturday? How much is it worth?
(15) How does Beneatha feel about the liquor store?
(16) How does Ruth say Mama should spend the 
money? How does Mama intend to use it? What does 
this say about the differences in their characters?
(17) Beneatha thinks deeply and is frustrated with her
life. What does she say she wants to do that makes 
her mother and Ruth laugh loudly?
(18) Why does Beneatha really not want to marry 
George Murchison?

Act I, Scene 2
(1) At the beginning of this scene, the family is 
cleaning the apartment, and several details further 
explain the Youngers’ living conditions. Which detail 
offers a complete picture of the environment in which 
the Youngers live and explain why thiis does so.
(2) Why is Ruth upset when she returns home? Why 
do you suppose this makes her so unhappy?
(3) When Travis enters, he too is upset. Explain why.
(4) Who is Joseph Asagai? What is implied about the 
relationship between him and Beneatha?
(5) What does Asagai give to Beneatha as a gift? Why
is Beneatha pleased with it? How does Asagai react?
(6) What stereotypes about women does Asagai 
reveal? What is Beneatha’s opinion about a 

relationship with Asagai?
(7) What is Asagai’s Nigerian nickname for Beneatha? 
What does the name mean in English?
(8) Why does Beneatha thank Asagai for the 
nickname?
(9) When the postman brings the check for $10,000, 
Mama is overjoyed and then worried. Explain her 
conflicting feelings.
(10) What does Walter ask as soon as he comes in 
the door? Why does he shout? What is his reaction to 
Mama’s refusal to invest in a liquor store?
(11) What concern does Mama have about Walter’s 
frequent times away from home?
(12) How does Walter explain his discontent about his
job and his future?
(13) Why is Mama “proud of … what we done”? Who 
is “we” in her statement?
(14) Why does Walter crumple his papers, make an 
angry speech, and head out of the apartment?
(15) What news does Mama tell Walter about Ruth? 
What is Walter’s initial reaction?
(16) To what does Mama refer when she says, “You 
are a disgrace to the memory of your father.”?
(17) Describe Walter. What are his dreams, his 
frustrations, his problems?
(18) By the end of Act I, what have we learned about 
Ruth?
(19) By the end of Act I, what have we learned about 
Beneatha?
(20) Which of Mama’s values are revealed in Act I?
(21) What negative situations in the Youngers’ lives 
are making their conflicts worse? What positive 
aspects may help them resolve their problems?

Act II, Scene 1
(1) What is the setting at the beginning of this scene?
How is it different from the end of Act I?
(2) What does Beneatha mean when she says, 
“Enough of this assimilationist junk!”?
(3) What is Walter’s reaction to Beneatha’s mood?
(4) What is George’s reaction to Walter and Beneatha 
performing their African dance?
(5) George says: “We’re going to the theatre – we’re 
not going to be in it.” What does he mean?
(6) What is Beneatha’s definition of assimilationism? 
How does this definition present conflict for 
Beneatha?



(7) What does Walter say about George’s father? Why
does Walter feel that he and George’s father have 
much in common?
(8) What does Walter say that reveals his search for 
something important or impressive to do? 
(9) How do Walter and Ruth describe their 
relationship?
(10) What news does Mama bring home, and why do 
Ruth and Walter react as they do? Why is this both 
good news and bad news?
(11) Do you think that Walter’s closing comments to 
Mama beginning “What do you need me…” are 
justified? Explain.

Act II, Scene 2
(1) Explain the disagreement between Beneatha and 
George regarding studying or education. How does 
the argument end?
(2) Beneatha thanks her mother for understanding 
her. Specifically what understanding does Beneatha 
mean?
(3) Explain Walter’s attitude about his job. As a result,
what does Walter try to do?
(4) When Walter returns, what does Mama learn?
(5) What does Mama do after she hears about 
Walter’s three days?
(6) Explain what Mama means when she talks to 
Walter about dreams again.
(7) Walter says, “You trust me like that?” To what is 
he referring?
(8) Describe the fantasy world that Walter paints to 
Travis when he tells him of his plans for the future.

Act II, Scene 3
(1) What is the atmosphere at the opening of the 
scene?
(2) How has the Younger family changed at the end 
of the week?
(3) Identify Walter’s change in attitude towards 
Beneatha.
(4) What dream does Mr. Lindner mention?
(5) Explain the irony in Beneatha’s statement: “This, 
friends, is a Welcoming Committee!”
(6) Where is the irony in Lindner’s statement: “People 
can get awful worked up when they feel that their 
whole way of life and everything they’ve ever worked 
for is threatened.”

(7) Why does Lindner claim to want them not to live 
there?
(8) Why does Walter throw Mr. Lindner out of the 
house?
(9) When she is asked about her plant, Mama replies, 
“It expresses me.” Explain the significance of the 
wording that she chooses. Also, explain the 
symbolism in what she states.
(10) What does Mama receive from her family after 
she returns home?
(11) How is the gift appropriate for Mama?
(12) Explain the allusions to Scarlett O’Hara.
(13) Why does Ruth look “as though somehow she 
senses death”?
(14) What news does Bobo bring to Walter?
(15) Why does Walter say, “That money is made out 
of my father’s flesh”?
(16) Besides the money, what else will the loss mean 
for the family?
(17) Why is the ending scene appropriate to the 
Younger family and to Mama in particular?

Act III
(1) Why is the lighting in Act III different from the 
lighting in Act I?
(2) Why has Beneatha lost a hold on her dream? Why
does she no longer care about making the world a 
better place?
(3) Explain Beneatha’s “life as a circle” speech. What 
is the symbolism of her idea?
(4) According to Asagai, Beneatha should be grateful 
to Walter. Why?
(5) What does Ruth say to Mama when Mama starts 
talking about calling to cancel the moving van?
(6) Walter comes in and says that he called “the 
man.” What does Walter say that he has learned? 
Why did he call Lindner?
(7) Why does his sister say, “”He’s no brother of 
mine”?
(8) When Lindner arrives, what does Walter tell him?
(9) What causes Walter to say what he does to 
Lindner?
(10) What does Mama mean when she says, “He 
finally come into his manhood today, didn’t he? Kind 
of like a rainbow after the rain”? What literary term is 
used? 

* * *

Understanding Symbols in A Raisin In the Sun
Answer the following questions about the symbols in 
the play with essays of at least 200 words each. One
essay on Lena's Plant, one on Money, one on George
Murchison's White Shoes & Asagai's Nigerian Robes.

Lena’s Plant 
What do most plants represent? How is the 
introduction of the plant early in the play an example 
of foreshadowing? How do the appearances of and 
references to the plant reflect the corresponding 
action of the play? Make sure to explain how sunlight 
and contrasting darkness are tied to this symbolism. 

Money
What is money a symbol of to Walter Lee?  What does
money represent to Beneatha, Ruth, Travis, George 
Murchison, Asagai, and Herman? Why are their 
attitudes about money so different? 

George Murchison’s White Shoes and Asagai’s 
Nigerian robes. 
Why are these symbols of these two men’s lives are 
so different? What does the symbol tell us about each
man, his dreams, and his values? 

* * *

Three Writing Assignments on how  . . .
LOVE AND TRUST PREVAIL OVER DECEIT AND 
SELFISHNESS
1.  Write about how love wins out in the play. Why do 
you think it wins?  (200+ words)
2.  Write about time in your life when love and trust 
did win/did not win. Why? (300+ words)
3.  Write a short story that explores this theme of 
Love and Trust prevailing over deceit and selfishness. 
(750 words minimum).



"Everything That Rises Must Converge"

You may either hand-write or type this paper.

Do not answer any of the questions with a "yes" or 
"no."  Each question should be answered in a way 
that fully responds to the question, always using 
complete sentences (and paragraphing as 
appropriate). Copy the Question, then provide your 
answer under it before moving on to the next 
question. (An easy way to do this would be to copy 
and paste the questions from the website to your 
document.)

General Questions
1.  What clues do we get about the fate of Julian's 
mother? Do you ever get the feeling that her blood 
pressure is a real problem before the incident with 
Carver's mother?
2.  What do you think really happens at the end of the
story? Will Julian find help in time? Does the mother 
die?
3.  Do you agree with Julian when he says "true 
culture is in the mind […]" or with his mother when 
she says "It's in the heart"? Is it a combination of 
both? Is O'Connor writing from the heart or from the 

mind?
4.  What's really behind Julian's anger toward his 
mother? Guilt? Resentment? Frustration? Do you think
he's a good son? Is she a good mother?
5.  Why do you think Carver's mother doesn't want 
him to play with Julian's mother? What comment is 
O'Connor making (if any) about integration?
6.  After making such a big deal about Julian's 
mother's new ugly hat, why do you think she isn't 
bothered when she sees Carver's mother with the 
same hat? What does this say about her character? 
Does her reaction go against the idea that she is 
racist? Why or why not?

Questions About Family
1.  Do you think Julian is justified in his actions 
toward his mother?
2.  How might their relationship have been different if 
Julian hadn't gone to college?
3.  Is Julian's mother is a good mother? Is Julian a 
good son?
4.  How would you compare the family dynamic 
between Julian and his mother and Carver and his 
mother?

Questions About Race
1.  Do you think Julian's mother is racist or just old-
fashioned? Should older generations be excused for 
closed-mindedness if it's a result of how they were 
brought up?
2.  How would you feel today if someone tried to give 
your kid money? Insulted? Uncomfortable? Angry?
3.  Do you think it's fair for Julian to try and teach his 
mother a "lesson" about race? Why does he want to 
do this?
4.  What kind of outdated notions will your kids hate 
you for?

Questions About Suffering
1.  Julian is not a very happy person and is suffering 
psychologically. Where does this unhappiness seem to
come from?
2.  Should Julian's mother be a role model or a source
of shame? Why does Julian feel so conflicted towards 
her?

Adapted from SparkNotes and Shmoop
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